PLAYHOUSE EDUCATION
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AUTUMN WINTER ‘19
leedsplayhouse.org.uk
0113 213 7700

SCHOOL/
PLAYHOUSE
2 HOURS
EYFS, KS1, KS2,
KS3, KS4
£180 +VAT

CREATIVE LITERACY
WORKSHOPS

SCHOOL/
PLAYHOUSE
2 HOURS
KS4, KS5
£180 +VAT

Our most popular and flexible
workshop!

Explore the endless
possibilities of using bodies,
rather than dialogue.
A popular style with exam
classes, many students
cherish the opportunity to
practise different techniques
they have seen on stage.
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Bring any text to life with a
range of drama techniques
to support literacy, oracy,
analytical and theatrical skills.

PHYSICAL THEATRE
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DEVISING
SCHOOL/
PLAYHOUSE
2 HOURS
KS4, KS5

PLAY IN A DAY
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SCHOOL/
PLAYHOUSE
ONE DAY
KS1, KS2
£340 +VAT

Choose from:
• Hamlet
• Macbeth
• Romeo and Juliet
• A Midsummer Night’s
Dream
• Classic Fairy Tales
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Pupils explore a well-known
story before bringing it
all together in a short
performance.

SCHOOL/
PLAYHOUSE
VARIED
KS2, KS3, KS4,
KS5
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Turn your classroom into a
theatre for a day with our
wholly interactive Play in a
Day workshop.

£180 +VAT

VARIED

Stuck for devising activities
for your classroom? Looking
for new ideas?
In this workshop, a Playhouse
artist will show your students
different ways to find stimuli
and focus on collaboration
skills.

MASKS OR PUPPETS
Give your students the
opportunity to learn the basic
techniques to create their
own masks/puppets and
bring them to life through
performance.

ARTSMARK

PLAYHOUSE
1 HOUR

Artsmark is the creative quality standard
for schools, accredited by Arts Council
England. We can support you in your
ArtsMark application.

KS2, KS3, KS4,
KS5
£100 +VAT

It provides a clear framework for teachers
to plan, develop and evaluate arts, culture
and creativity across the curriculum.
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Signing up will provide your school
with training, advice, practical teaching
resources and introductions to leading
cultural organisations in your areas.
You will also receive 20% off any
Playhouse workshops.
artsmark.org.uk

BACKSTAGE TOURS
Explore behind the scenes of the brand new Leeds Playhouse to learn more about
working in a producing theatre and discover the secrets of backstage! Tours can be
tailored for groups of all ages and interests.

ARTS AWARD
PLAYHOUSE

Arts Award’s mission is to support
young people who want to deepen their
engagement with the arts, build creative
and leadership skills, and achieve a
national qualification whilst doing that.

VARIED
KS3, KS4, KS5
£360 +VAT
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The award is available for young people
up to the age of 25 and our workshops
can be tailored to your students’
application for Arts Award, from Discover
to Gold level.

INDUSTRY DAYS
An interactive look at the variety of roles in a producing theatre: From design and
production, to performance and marketing, the day comprises a backstage tour, speeddating with professionals, and a series of tasks to understand how different departments
work together.
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artsaward.org.uk

PRE-SHOW AT
THE PLAYHOUSE

RIFCO THEATRE COMPANY AND
WATFORD PALACE THEATRE PRESENT

1 HOUR
KS4, KS5

MUSHY: LYRICALLY
SPEAKING

£100 +VAT

8 – 12 OCTOBER
BOOK BY PRAVESH

KUMAR

LYRICS BY RAXSTAR
DIRECTOR AMEET

CHANA

AGE 8+

Dewsbury, 2013.
Mushy, a young man with a
debilitating stammer, has always
found himself on the outside
desperate to find his voice and his
place in the world. Suddenly he is
thrust into the limelight of primetime
television and the nation is watching
as he begins to find the ability to
speak through music.
An uplifting tale inspired by the
true story of a Musharaf Asghar
(Educating Yorkshire).

A

SCHOOL/
PLAYHOUSE
2 HOURS
KS3, KS4
£180 +VAT

LEEDS PLAYHOUSE PRODUCTION

FINDING YOUR OWN
VOICE WOKSHOP

11 OCTOBER – 2 NOVEMBER

Using the real life story of
Yorkshire’s very own Mushy,
we’re running a workshop that
will help students who are lacking
in confidence, to dig deep and
find their own voice.

Between 1975 and 1980 women of
Leeds lived in fear. With no clue as to
who was responsible for the sustained
attacks and murders across the city,
authorities urged women to stay at
home.

Using vocal activities and
confidence building tasks,
students will learn to speak up!

From the fear and the fury, a steadfast
solidarity arose, birthing the Reclaim
the Night movement. This is not a
story about the Yorkshire Ripper.

BY CHARLEY

DIRECTOR AMY

AGE 14+

MILES
LEACH

PRE-SHOW WORKSHOP

PREPARATION FOR WRITING ABOUT
A LIVE THEATRE PRODUCTION
To help GCSE and A Level
students prepare for the
written exam on a Live Theatre
Production, we offer short preshow workshops to address the
aims of the production and to
support their understanding of
technical decisions.
Perfect for students interested
in gender, politics and stories of
resistance.

PRE-SHOW AT
PLAYHOUSE

SCHOOL/
PLAYHOUSE

1 HOUR

2 HOURS

KS4, KS5

KS4

£100 +VAT

£180 +VAT

LEEDS PLAYHOUSE YOUTH THEATRE PRESENTS

INFLUENCE
PRE-SHOW WORKSHOP
PREPARATION FOR WRITING
ABOUT A LIVE THEATRE
PRODUCTION

To help GCSE and A Level
students prepare for the
written exam on a Live Theatre
Production, we offer these short
pre-show workshops to address
the aims of the production and
to support their understanding
of the technical decisions.
Perfect for students who are
interested in politically and
culturally charged theatre.

LEEDS PLAYHOUSE. BELGRADE THEATRE
COVENTRY, CURVE AND EVERYMAN THEATRE
CHELTENHAM CO-PRODUCTION
A

MY BEAUTIFUL
LAUNDRETTE
15 – 26 OCTOBER
BY HANIF

KUREISHI
FOSTER
DESIGNER GRACE SMART
AGE 15+
DIRECTOR NIKOLAI

This bold new production of
Hanif Kureishi’s iconic and Oscarnominated screenplay, explores
issues of sexuality, cultural
conflict, gender equality, class and
generational strife, presented against
a funky backdrop of 80s music and
culture.

31 OCTOBER – 2 NOVEMBER
BY ANDY

MCGREGOR
WOFFINDEN

DIRECTOR GEMMA

AGE 12+

Join a group of extraordinarily
ordinary teenagers as they embark
on an unexpected adventure.
Encountering dangerous
technology, mind manipulation
and supermarkets, this story has it
all: Plane crashes, car chases and
general chaos!
Performed by the Playhouse Youth
Theatre, this production will open
the brand new theatre at the Leeds
City College Quarry Hill Campus.

COLLEGE

DIRECTOR’S WORKSHOP

EPIC STORIES TOLD IN IMAGINATIVE WAYS
Director Gemma Woffinden shows
students how to tackle ambitious
storylines through creative choices and
clever techniques. Looking at ensemble
storytelling and playful approaches to
drama, students will learn how to direct
the challenging genre of comedy.

PLAYHOUSE YOUTH
The Playhouse runs creative projects,
workshops and productions for anyone
aged between 5 and 25. Find out more
about our projects and Youth Theatre on
our website.

PRE-SHOW AT
THE PLAYHOUSE

SCHOOL/
PLAYHOUSE

1 HOUR

2 HOURS

KS4, KS5

KS3, KS4, KS5

£100 +VAT

£180 +VAT

PRE-SHOW
WORKSHOP

ENGLISH TOURING THEATRE AND
SHEFFIELD THEATRES PRESENTS

REASONS TO
STAY ALIVE

PREPARATION FOR WRITING
ABOUT A LIVE THEATRE
PRODUCTION

12 - 16 NOVEMBER
BY MATT

HAIG

DIRECTOR JONATHAN

TEXT WRITTEN BY APRIL

AGE 12+

WATKINS
DE ANGELIS

At 24 Matt’s world collapsed under
the weight of depression. This is the
true story of his journey out of crisis;
a profoundly uplifting exploration of
living and loving better.
The first theatrical adaptation of Matt
Haig’s frank and funny bestseller,
this play with music and movement,
imagined for the stage by Jonathan
Watkins, celebrates what it means to
be alive.

MENTAL HEALTH
WORKSHOP
Inspired by the beautiful novel
by Matt Haig, Reasons to Stay
Alive explores mental health
and the ever-growing issues
our young people face. This
workshop empowers students
to explore sensitive issues in
their own drama work.

To help GCSE and A level
students prepare for the
written exam on a Live
Theatre Production, we
offer these short pre-show
workshops to address the
aims of the production
and to support their
understanding of technical
decisions.
Perfect for students
interested in exploring
ideas about masculinity
and how men
communicate.

FUEL, NATIONAL THEATRE AND
LEEDS PLAYHOUSE CO-PRODUCTION
A

20 – 23 NOVEMBER
BY INUA

ELLAMS
BIJAN SHEIBANI
DESIGNER RAE SMITH
AGE 12+
DIRECTOR

Following two sell-out runs at the National
Theatre and a world tour, Inua Ellams’
acclaimed Barber Shop Chronicles returns to
Leeds Playhouse this November.
For generations, African men have gathered
in barber shops to discuss the world. These
are places where the banter can be barbed
and the truth is always telling.

PLAYHOUSE
ALL DAY
KS2, KS3, KS4,
KS5
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£599 +VAT

OVER THE RAINBOW
A full, interactive day at the Playhouse,
where a class of students explore the
magical world of Oz as created by the
many teams who work in a producing
theatre, including:
• Set/Costume/Design workshop
• Performance workshop
• Front of House/Marketing workshop
• A backstage tour of the brand new
Leeds Playhouse
• Tickets to see the show

A

LEEDS PLAYHOUSE PRODUCTION

THE WIZARD OF OZ
20 NOVEMBER – 25 JANUARY
DIRECTOR JAMES
DESIGNER SIMON

AGE 7+

BRINING
HIGLETT

Soar over the rainbow, follow the yellow
brick road and skip into the Emerald City
to fulfil your heart’s desire, as Leeds
Playhouse whisks you away on an
unforgettable journey inside our newly
refurbished theatre.
Join Dorothy, Scarecrow, Tin Man and
Lion as the classic story and songs you
know and love burst on to the stage in this
technicolour spectacular!

KS2: A fun day offering possibility and
opportunity to young, creative minds
KS3: An exciting day of challenges to
test and develop the skills of young
theatre makers
KS4/5: Working alongside theatre
professionals, students will produce
and pitch their own ideas for a new
musical

BY L. FRANK BAUM WITH MUSIC AND LYRICS BY HAROLD
ARLEN AND E. Y. HARBURG BACKGROUND MUSIC BY
HERBERT STOTHART DANCE AND VOCAL ARRANGEMENTS
BY PETER HOWARD ORCHESTRATION BY LARRY WILCOX
AS REVISED BY TOBY HIGGINS ADAPTED BY JOHN KANE
FOR THE ROYAL SHAKESPEARE COMPANY BASED UPON
THE CLASSIC MOTION PICTURE OWNED BY TURNER
ENTERTAINMENT CO. AND DISTRIBUTED IN ALL MEDIA
BY WARNER BROS. THE WIZARD OF OZ IS PRESENTED BY
ARRANGEMENT WITH TAMS-WITMARK LLC.

SCHOOL/
PLAYHOUSE

RESOURCE PACK
TO USE IN THE
CLASSROOM

1.5 HOURS
KS3, KS4, KS5

KS2

£90 +VAT

OLIVER TWIST
WORKSHOPS
ALL IN A TWIST (KS3 English)
Our KS3 workshop focuses
on the language and literary
techniques employed by
Dickens, helping students
develop their analysis skills.

A

WHAT THE DICKENS?!
(KS4 English)
At KS4, our workshop explores
the complex and varied
themes of Oliver Twist, within
the context of the time it was
written.

LEEDS PLAYHOUSE PRODUCTION

THE NIGHT BEFORE
CHRISTMAS

“HE BELONGED TO THE
WORLD AGAIN” (KS5 English)
Through this brand new
adaptation of Dickens’ classic
tale, KS5 students will explore
a range of interpretations and
viewpoints.

30 NOVEMBER – 28 DECEMBER
BY ROBERT

ALAN EVANS
DIRECTOR AMY LEACH
DESIGNER AMELIA JANE HANKIN
AGE 3 – 7

Carol doesn’t feel very christmassy.
That is until the night before Christmas
when Elf 30046, all stripey tights and
pointy ears, falls down her chimney
and they both tumble into a bigger
adventure than they could ever have
imagined.
A beautiful, funny and delightful story
of friendship and the true meaning of
Christmas, The Night Before Christmas
returns to the Playhouse after a sell-out
run in 2015.
All performances will be D/deaf friendly
and feature creative use of sign
language.

EXCLUSIVE OFFER

FOR SCHOOLS BOOKING FOR THE
NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS
Receive an accompanying
resource pack which includes a
mini scheme of work to support
your visit with creative activities,
information about the show and
a personal message from one of
the characters.

ADAPTING NOVELS
(KS4 Drama & Theatre Studies)
Inspired by Oliver Twist at the
Playhouse, students will learn
about the process of adapting
literature for the stage & find
new ways to tell old stories.
MAKING ACCESSIBLE THEATRE
(KS5 Drama & Theatre Studies)
With insights from the cast
and creatives working on
the production, students will
learn about how to make fully
integrated theatre.

LEEDS PLAYHOUSE IN ASSOCIATION WITH
RAMPS ON THE MOON

OLIVER TWIST

28 FEBRUARY – 21 MARCH 2020
A NEW PLAY BY BRYONY

LAVERY

ADAPTED FROM THE NOVEL BY CHARLES
DIRECTOR AMY

AGE 13+

LEACH

DICKENS

Born into poverty and misfortune,
Oliver Twist escapes the workhouse
for a life of adventure. There he
joins Artful Dodger, Fagin and their
mischievous gang of pick pockets. But
the enjoyment is short lived as he falls
under the influence of the vicious Bill
Sykes.
Buy 50+ tickets to the show
and get a workshop of your
choice for just £90 (+ VAT).

SCHOOL/
PLAYHOUSE
KS2
£899 +VAT

PRIMARY PLAYERS

PARTNER SCHOOLS

Returning for its sixth year in
Spring 2020, our six-week indepth Shakespeare project places
your students at the heart of our
renovated Quarry stage, as part of a
full-scale collaborative production.

Whether your school is a leader
in the Arts, or it’s something
you want to develop, becoming
a Partner School is the ideal
opportunity to support your
staff to deliver a ‘broad and
balanced’ curriculum.
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“What a fantastic 6 weeks!”
– Year 4 teacher
This project involves:
2 CPD sessions
6 2-hour workshops
2 days rehearsing at the Playhouse

SCHOOL
KS1
£980 +VAT

The Leeds Meets Shakespeare
project aims to use Shakespeare
plays in the classroom to raise the
attainment of Year One pupils who have
English as an additional language.

All partnerships are tailored to
the individual school, so please
contact us for more information
and to discuss the possibilities.
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LEEDS MEETS SHAKESPEARE
– THE LEGACY

SCHOOLS OF
SANCTUARY
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This project involves:
2 CPD sessions
8 1 hour workshops
artformsleeds.co.uk/arts/resources/
leeds-meets-shakespeare/

VARIED
EYFS, KS1, KS2,
KS3, KS4, KS5,
OTHER
VARIED

Leeds is a City of Sanctuary
and Leeds Playhouse is very
proud to be the UK’s first
Theatre of Sanctuary.

CPD

We can support you to become
a School of Sanctuary, a place
of safety and inclusion for all
students, teaching pupils, parents,
staff and the wider community
about what it means to seek
sanctuary through drama.

Our bespoke CPD workshops can be
tailored to each school’s needs. They
can be whole school sessions to support
a creative curriculum, or focused on
specific requirements such as EYFS.
As well as our in-house training,
we also work with touring
companies and practitioners, like
Kneehigh, and teaching school
alliances Noctua and YITSA.
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SCHOOL/
PLAYHOUSE
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Partner Schools get access to
the best the Playhouse Education
team has to offer – just think of
us as your theatre in residence!

Burberry Inspire is a pioneering four-year programme giving Key
Stage 3 students from 8 schools across Yorkshire creative and
inspiring experiences that they wouldn’t normally have access to.

“BURBERRY INSPIRE
HAS IMPACTED ON
MY LIFE AS IT MAKES
ME REALLY HAPPY AT
THE END OF FRIDAY,
BECAUSE I KNOW I
CAN COME TO THE
DRAMA CLUB AND
DO WHAT I LOVE AND
WHAT I’M REALLY
PASSIONATE ABOUT.”
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LUKE, YEAR 9

In 2018 - 2019, Leeds Playhouse worked closely with University Academy Keighley
and South Craven School, delivering weekly creative workshops to students led by
artists in residence.
These experiences have included drama, creative writing, calligraphy and music,
designed in collaboration with the schools.

This project is funded by

Partners

The process culminated in students taking part in performances, both in their
schools and in a celebratory showcase at Leeds City Museum, joined by other
partner schools and arts organisations.
Leeds Playhouse are excited to announce that their Burberry partner schools for
2019 – 2020 will be The Ruth Gorse Academy and Coop Academy Leeds.

“BURBERRY INSPIRE HAS GIVEN ME CONFIDENCE AND WILL HELP ME TO
ACHIEVE WHAT I WANT TO BE.” MLAYKAH, YEAR 7

In partnership with
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BURBERRY INSPIRE

WELCOME
The Playhouse Education team comprises artists, practitioners
and trained teachers. We’re committed to delivering inspiring
and enriching opportunities that support the curriculum to
emphasise the importance of creativity in education.

BOOK A SHOW
• Call 0113 213 7700 or email groups@leedsplayhouse.org.uk
• Discounted schools tickets are available for most productions
• 1 free teacher ticket for every 10 student tickets
Please note there are a limited number of schools’ tickets after which standard
rates apply. Schools’ tickets are not available online.

BOOK A WORKSHOP
• Call 0113 213 7204 or email
creativeeducation@leedsplayhouse.org.uk
• More bespoke workshops are available
• Recommended workshop duration is 2 hours

1 Hour		
Half Day (2 hrs)
Full Day (4 hrs)
Projects

£100 (+VAT) per class (approx 30 students)
£180 (+VAT) per class (approx 30 students)
£340 (+VAT) per class (approx 30 students)
Priced per project

All performances and workshops are subject to availability.
All details correct at the time of printing
Leeds Theatre trust Limited Charity No. 926862 England and Wales
Registered address: Playhouse Square, Quarry Hill, Leeds, LS2 7UP

